Experiment Number: 55301-08
Test Type: 26-WEEK
Route: SKIN APPLICATION
Species/Strain: Mouse/TG.AC HEMI

P40: SURVIVAL CURVE (FOR CAMERA READY CURVES)
Test Compound: Transgenic LECM (Pyridine)
CAS Number: 110-86-1

Date Report Requested: 10/23/2014
Time Report Requested: 09:11:24
First Dose M/F: NA / NA
Lab: ILS

C Number: C55301D
Lock Date: 08/21/1997
Cage Range: All
Date Range: All
Reasons For Removal: All
Removal Date Range: All
Treatment Groups: All
Study Gender: Female
PWG Approval Date: NONE
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FEMALE Mouse

PROBABILITY OF SURVIVAL
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□ 1-0 MG ○ 2-1.25 UG TPA △ 3-1.5 MG □ 4-3.0 MG ● 5-6.0 MG